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1: Justification Quotes - Inspirational Quotes about Justification
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Is quality really free? Some manufacturing firms spend 25 percent of their sales dollars fixing design and
manufacturing defects. Companies with world-class quality--defect rates as low as one part-per-million--may
spend as little as 1 percent remedying defects. Why, then, is management sometimes reluctant to approve
acquiring systems that can lead to world-class quality? One reason is payout vs. Up-front cost is real, while
return on investment is speculative. Another reason may be inadequate knowledge. People with
decision-making power are not necessarily expert in statistics, automation or production. Some people simply
resist change. Why inflict something different on those who are content with what is familiar? Nearly 70
percent of part defects originate in design. About 30 percent of defects remain subject to production process
control. If world-class quality is your objective, you must become able to detect inherent flaws and to control
the process. Because quality begins with design and flows all the way through to shipment, it is necessary to
involve people at many levels. So, those intending to champion a new system that will cost money and change
accustomed practices must present a convincing case to management and the corporate bean counters, as well
as the people operating the new system and everyone using the information it generates. Scope magnifies the
challenge. A quality system that focuses only on one set of machine tools may be relatively easy to "sell" and
implement. Compare this with an enterprisewide system operating in multiple areas of multiple plants and
generating an information cross-flow bridging boundaries of geography, personal responsibilities and
objectives. A quality system of this scope will have a network of stakeholders stretching from machine
operators and supervisors to quality directors, cost analysts, the corporate information technology staff and
those toiling in the executive suite. In business, as on the battlefield, success derives from correct strategies
and tactics. Strategies call for understanding what motivates adversaries and allies. Tactics employ this
knowledge to create winning plans and build a supportive consensus. The following example shows how to
document a case for management approval and peer support. The example used in this article is an advanced
enterprisewide statistical process control and automated data-collection system. Select one or a combination of
applications that will appeal strongly to your audiences. Does your selection promise a significant, positive
financial impact? Will its benefits dovetail with other corporate initiatives? Success with an initial application
will open the doors for approval of other initiatives. Next, design the solution. Begin by carefully defining the
problem, then completely describe the proposed operational and technical solution to the problem. Remember,
you are trying to change your organization, especially the way people work and the way they think. Point to
the beneficial effects on people, productivity and quality. Anticipate objections and address them up-front;
those that arise later will be more difficult to counter. Document all your assumptions. As you research your
numbers and document their origin, you build a defense against challenges and increase confidence in the
results that your model predicts. Enlist highly regarded people from other functional areas who can help
identify key issues and lend credibility to your arguments. You may need support from finance, management
information systems or IT, research, business planning and analysis, human resources and administration, as
well as from operations. Gather to your side people who can refine your mission, goals, numbers, issues,
problems and assumptions. Give them ownership in the project. Be realistic and be comprehensive. In addition
to hardware and software costs, include costs for anticipated equipment upgrades, spares, service contracts,
interfaces, initial training, internal resources, internal labor, implementation, integration and outside
consulting. Find out what book values your company puts on employees and other internal resources. This will
help you solidify your model, plot a proper timeline and establish expectations for participation by your
enlisted experts and others. Analyze the financial aspects. Quality is requisite to productivity. But
management is likely to focus first on the anticipated financial ROI, i. So, paint the big picture, structure the
outline, and then detail it. This looks forward--typically five years--at assumptions affecting income for your
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company or subsidiary, division or department. Figure 1 shows these assumptions. The income statement
follows an accrual process; that is, each anticipated expense is recorded in the period when it will be incurred.
There are no secret methods involved here, simply carefully detailed research. Assumptions affecting this
income statement include: Ask your finance team member about an acceptable depreciation model for your
project. Are installation costs depreciated? Which one-time costs should be specified? Figure 1 assumes a
straight-line depreciation schedule. The five-year display assumes that the vendor underwrites year one service
costs; years two and three are at 10 percent of the initial system cost; years four and five are at 12 percent.
This is the estimated cost of consumable resources and miscellaneous, nonitemized costs. This example
depreciates all initial installation costs in year one. Check with your finance team member. Ask all team
members for input. In this example, labor savings includes anticipated reductions in inventory management,
scrap processing, returned goods processing, paperwork and production time required to meet output
schedules. This reflects estimated direct savings in material, work-in-process and finished goods inventory
gained from improved production efficiencies and yield rates. The example assumes modest improvements.
This forces the defect costs back to their sources and can be a major source of savings. Figure 1 shows an
extremely conservative 25 percent reduction in scrap value. These are accruals of all items except
cost-of-money and taxes. These result from reduced credit balances due to improved inventory efficiency
resulting from the project. This is how much all system-related cost reductions add to income. An additional
tax results from additional earnings. The example assumes a percent tax rate. Project cash flow statement.
Figure 2 shows what costs will be incurred and when. The year zero column shows immediate costs. The
assumptions are similar to those in Figure 1, except for: We assume the system vendor wants payment
up-front. This is what is gained year-by-year. Remember that in this statement, cash outflows, i. This is a "cut
to the chase" benchmark favored in boardrooms. Assumptions for this example are: Five-year average cost
savings. Some companies choose to include related capital expenses. Check with your financial team member.
Average return on investment. The same as net cash flow per Figure 2. Net present value of cash flow. Ask
your financial team member whether your company has a model for this type of calculation and which
formulas to use. This comes from your cash flow statement Figure 2. The example uses a simple percent
interest rate for loans. Your company may have its own cost-of-money model; this might also be its required
rate of return for a capital project. Present value discount factor. This shows what future cash flows can save
instead of cost. Ask your financial team member to help with this calculation. This bottom line suggests how
shareholder equity can improve as a result of your project. Now, quantify the savings. Your arguments should
be dramatic and convincing. In describing the need for the new system, be factual, thorough and conservative.
Figure 6 lists some hard benefits that should be relatively easy to quantify. Figure 7 lists some soft benefits.
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shipping on qualifying offers. Book by Glen, John Stanley.

Justification by Faith Introduction Paul is at the end of this third missionary journey and plans to take the
offering he had been collecting from the Gentile churches to the Jewish church in Jerusalem. He then wants to
move his base of operation from Antioch, up in modern day Syria, over to Rome because he wants to go
farther west than anyone else had preached before during his fourth missionary journey, probably to Spain. He
wants the Roman church to fully understand his theology, so he writes the book of Romans. And so the book
of Romans is the most systematic presentation of the gospel in the entire New Testament. He wants them to
support him as he moves further west. He is not ashamed of the story of Jesus Christ, who he is and what he
had done. Paul did not care what other people thought of him or his message because he knows it is true. I am
not ashamed of the gospel. When Paul, you or I unashamedly share the gospel, we do so knowing that we are
sharing in the very same power that raises people from the dead. It is this resurrecting power that makes our
salvation possible. We were separated from God by our sins. As sinners we are unable to do anything about it.
If we are going to be saved, then we must be saved by the power of God. And if God does not save us, then we
will pay the penalty for our own sins with our own death. But this salvation is for everyone who believes, to
the Jew first and also to the Greek. The gospel is for absolutely everyone. There are no barriers. There are no
ethnic barriers. There are no socioeconomic barriers. It is for everyone. The statement of the Jew first and then
to the Greek in other words, to the Jew and then the non-Jew is simply a statement of historical chronology.
Paul is not a universalist. Paul does not believe that salvation is for everyone, period. Do you notice that? The
gospel is applied only to those who believe. Well, it is pretty straightforward. I think the gospel is the message
of human inability and arrogance. The gospel is the message that we cannot deal with the sin in our life. The
gospel is the message of an apparently failed Jewish religious fanatic who claimed to be able to do what you
and I cannot do for ourselves. That plot is not going to get you any movies in the top ten; heroes who are meek
and gentle, a gospel that calls us to love our enemies and to leave vengeance to God. Paul never would have
been popular at high school or work. Nevertheless, the gospel is true and Paul and you and I are not to be
ashamed of it. Why was Paul so convinced that the gospel was the message of salvation? He tells us in the
next verse, verse Righteousness is the first of three metaphors that Paul is going to use in this passage in
Romans. Justification and righteousness are the same thing. You are not guilty of your sin. First of all, the
gospel tells us that God himself is righteous. God is perfect in all of his holiness; he is holy, without sin. And
the gospel tells us that God is in the business of making people righteous; God is in the business of declaring
people justified, innocent of sin. Paul is talking about how you and I become disciples of Jesus Christ. How do
we become righteous? And how does he do that? How does God make you and me righteous, justified,
innocent of sin, not guilty? It is completely and totally a matter of faith. It is from faith, for faith. We are not
made righteous by our works. We do not do things to earn favor with God but rather we are made righteous
completely and totally by our faith, by believing that Jesus has already done the work for us. What do works
look like today? What does it look like today when people try to earn salvation, when they try to earn their
righteousness? I do not do the really bad things. I go to church periodically. I actually throw a little money in
the offering when it goes by. This is a common thread that runs through religions. There are things that they
can do to earn favor with God. Unfortunately it is also embedded in the theological fabric of Catholicism,
where they teach that justification is by faith plus works. So they believe in justification but add certain things
including the sacraments, purgatory, and merits of the saints and Jesus. It is built on the idea that I do not
come to God empty handed; rather, I come to God with something to offer. That is not only wrong about the
sufficiency of the cross, but how we become righteous, right with God. Because he makes us righteous, not by
works, not by things that we do, but we are made righteous by faith. What does faith look like today? That you
believe that some day the wicked will be punished. And so in the last chapter of Habakkuk he responds in
faith. In the face of everything, we still believe that God is who he says he is, and that he will do what he says
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he will do; he rewards the righteous and punishes the wicked. Faith means we surrender our pride. Faith
means that we admit our inability to make ourselves righteous and we come to God with our hands empty
seeking them to filled with the work of Christ. It is by faith that we are made righteous. Everything that goes
from 1: None is Righteous Apart from Christ 3: If righteousness is only from Jesus through faith then there
cannot be righteousness anywhere else. The statement in reverse: It is information that all people know about
God because God has embedded his thumbprint in the physical universe, the stars and the sky, and in nature
itself on earth, he has embedded himself so that everyone can see certain things and know certain things about
God. For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature have been clearly perceived, ever
since the creation of the world, in the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. God who
created order in the universe is powerful, the God who created is divine, which means he is separate from
creation, and God exists. In other words, there are no true atheists. There are no true pantheists. There are no
true animists. Everybody knows that God exists, he is powerful and he is separate from creation. And yet, as
Paul argues, although everybody knew this no one responded to it. They are without excuse because they
should have responded to what they know about God and creation. And they did not. The first is that he
responds in wrath. See, our problem is not intellectual or social or cultural. Our issue is moral. Our issue is sin
and it is by our unrighteousness that we suppress what we know to be true about God. So God responds in
wrath to our sin and then by giving us over to our sin. This is the refrain that is repeated three times through
the rest of Romans 1. Look for example at 1: They were filled with all manner of unrighteousness, evil,
covetousness, malice. They are full of envy, murder, strife, deceit, maliciousness. They are gossips, slanderers,
haters of God. Everybody knows certain things about God but no one has responded to it. Understand that in
the flow of the theology starting at 1: So this is the world apart from Jesus Christ. In chapter 2 Paul turns to the
Jew. Those bunch of pagans. You let them have it. You are doing exactly the same things.
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3: Justification By New Birth â€“ Rightousness is a State of Being
Socialism has no moral justification whatsoever; poor people are not morally superior to rich people, nor are they owed
anything by rich people simply because of their lack of success. Charity is not a socialist concept - it is a religious one,
an acknowledgment of God's sovereignty over property, a sovereignty the Left utterly rejects.

Search the Scriptures â€” John v. It is a far more ancient doctrine, â€” it was the doctrine of the whole college
of apostles; it is more ancient still, â€” it was the doctrine of the prophets; it is older than the prophets, â€” it
was the religion of the patriarchs; and no one who has the least acquaintance with the writings of the first
Reformers will impute to them, more than to the patriarchs, the prophets, or apostles, the absurd opinion, that
any man leading an impenitent, wicked life, will finally, upon the mere pretence of faith and faith connected
with an impenitent life must always be a mere pretence , obtain admission into heaven. Among other
testimonies, he adduces the remarkable extract from the epistle to Diognetus, which, though commonly
printed among the works of Justin Martyr, has been attributed by Tillemont to some author in the first century.
Augustine, in his contest with Pelagian error, powerfully advocated the doctrines of grace. It was the clear
apprehension and firm grasp of this doctrine which ultimately emancipated Luther from the thraldom of
Romish error, and he clung to it with a zeal proportioned to his conviction of the benefit which his own soul
had derived from it. Both Socinus and Bellarmine wrote against it, â€” the former discussing the question in
connection with his general argument against orthodox views on the subject of the person and work of Christ;
the latter devoting a separate treatise expressly to the refutation of the doctrine of the Reformed churches
regarding justification. Several Roman Catholic authors followed in his wake, to whom Dr Owen alludes in
different parts of his work. The ability with which Bellarmine conducted his argument cannot be questioned;
though sometimes, in meeting difficulties and disposing of objections to his views from Scripture, he evinces
an unscrupulous audacity of statement. His work still continues, perhaps the ablest and most systematic
attempt to overthrow the doctrine of justification by faith. In supplying an antidote to the subtle disquisitions
of the Romish divine, Dr Owen is in reality vindicating that doctrine at all the points where the acumen of his
antagonist had conceived it liable to be assailed with any hope of success. To counteract the tendency of the
religious mind when it proceeded in the direction of Arminianism, Calvinistic divines, naturally engrossed
with the points in dispute, dwelt greatly on the workings of efficacious grace in election, regeneration, and
conversion, if not to the exclusion of the free offer of the gospel, at least so as to cast somewhat into the shade
the free justification offered in it. The Antinomianism which arose during the time of the Commonwealth has
been accounted the reaction from this defect. Under these circumstances, the attention of theologians was
again drawn to the doctrine of justification. Dissent could not, in those times, afford to be weakened by
divisions; and partly under the influence of his own pacific dispositions, and partly to accomplish a public
service to the cause of religion, Baxter made an attempt to reconcile the parties at variance, and to soothe into
unity the British churches. He had unconsciously, by a recoil common in every attempt to reconcile essentially
antagonistic principles, made a transition from the ground of justification by faith, to views clearly opposed to
it. Though his mind was the victim of a false theory, his heart was practically right; and he subsequently
modified and amended his views. In the preface to his great work, which appeared in , he assures the reader
that, whatever contests prevailed on the subject of justification, it was his design to mingle in no personal
controversy with any author of the day. Not that his reasonings had no bearing on the pending disputes, for,
from the brief review we have submitted of the history of this discussion, it is clear that, with all its other
excellencies, the work was eminently seasonable and much needed; but he seems to have been under a
conviction, that in refuting specially Socinus and Bellarmine, he was in effect disposing of the most
formidable objections ever urged against the doctrine of justification by grace, while he avoided the
unpleasantness of personal collision with the Christian men of his own times whose views might seem to him
deeply erroneous on the point; and the very coincidence of these views, both in principle and tendency, with
Socinian and Popish heresies, would suggest to his readers, if not a conclusive argument against them, at least
a good reason why they should be carefully examined before they were embraced. His work, therefore, is not a
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meagre and ephemeral contribution to the controversy as it prevailed in his day, and under an aspect in which
it may never again be revived. It is a formal review of the whole amount of truth revealed to us in regard to the
justification of the sinner before God; and, if the scope of the treatise is considered, the author cannot be
blamed for prolixity in the treatment of a theme so wide. On his own side of the question, it is still the most
complete discussion in one language of the important doctrine to which it relates. Exception has been taken to
the abstruse definitions and distinctions which he introduces. He had obviously no intention to offend in this
way; for, at the close of chap. At the house of one of his friends he lays his hand on a book, and opens it, with
his face towards a pewter shelf. Instantly his face is saluted with an uncommon flash of heat. He turns to the
title-page, and finds it to be Dr Owen on Justification. Immediately he is surprised with such another flash.
The occurrence which turned his attention to it, is of importance merely as the second cause, which, under the
mysterious direction of Providence, led to a blessed result. The nature of justification is next discussed; â€”
first, under an inquiry into the meaning of the different terms commonly employed regarding it; and, secondly,
by a statement of the juridical and forensic aspect under which it is represented in Scripture, IV. The theory of
a twofold justification, as asserted by the Church of Rome, and another error which ascribes the initial
justification of the sinner to faith, but the continuance of his state as justified to his own personal
righteousness, are examined, and proved untenable, V. Several arguments are urged in disproof of a third
erroneous theory, broached and supported by Socinians, that justification depends upon evangelical
righteousness as the condition on which the righteousness of Christ is imputed, VI. A general statement
follows of the nature of imputation, and of the grounds on which imputation proceeds, VII. A full discussion
ensues of the doctrine that sin is imputed to Christ, grounded upon the mystical union between Christ and the
church, the suretiship of the former in behalf of the church, and the provisions of the new covenant, VIII. The
chief controversies in regard to justification are arranged and classified, and the author fixes on the point
relating to the formal cause of justification as the main theme of the subsequent reasonings, IX. At this stage,
the second division of the treatise may be held to begin, â€” the previous disquisitions being more of a
preliminary character. The scope of what follows is to prove that the sinner is justified, through faith, by the
imputed righteousness of Christ. This part of the work embraces four divisions; â€” general arguments for the
doctrine affirmed; testimonies from Scripture in support of it; the refutation of objections to it; and the
reconciliation of the passages in the Epistles of Paul and James which have appeared to some to be
inconsistent. The testimony of Scripture is then adduced at great length, â€” passages being quoted and
commented on from the prophets, XVI. The objections to the doctrine of justification are reviewed, and the
chief objection, â€” namely, that the doctrine overthrows the necessity of holiness and subverts moral
obligation, â€” is repelled by a variety of arguments, XIX. Lastly, the concluding chapter is devoted to an
explanation of the passages in Paul and James which are alleged to be at variance but which are proved to be
in perfect harmony, XX. To the reader I shall not need to detain the reader with an account of the nature and
moment of that doctrine which is the entire subject of the ensuing discourse; for although sundry persons, even
among ourselves, have various apprehensions concerning it, yet that the knowledge of the truth therein is of
the highest importance unto the souls of men is on all hands agreed unto. Nor, indeed, is it possible that any
man who knows himself to be a sinner, and obnoxious thereon to the judgment of God, but he must desire to
have some knowledge of it, as that alone whereby the way of delivery from the evil state and condition
wherein he finds himself is revealed. There are, I confess, multitudes in the world who, although they cannot
avoid some general convictions of sin, as also of the consequents of it, yet do fortify their minds against a
practical admission of such conclusions as, in a just consideration of things, do necessarily and unavoidably
ensue thereon. Such persons, wilfully deluding themselves with vain hopes and imaginations, do never once
seriously inquire by what way or means they may obtain peace with God and acceptance before him, which, in
comparison of the present enjoyment of the pleasures of sin, they value not at all. And it is in vain to
recommend the doctrine of justification unto them who neither desire nor endeavour to be justified. But where
any persons are really made sensible of their apostasy from God, of the evil of their natures and lives, with the
dreadful consequences that attend thereon, in the wrath of God and eternal punishment due unto sin, they
cannot well judge themselves more concerned in any thing than in the knowledge of that divine way whereby
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they may be delivered from this condition. And the minds of such persons stand in no need of arguments to
satisfy them in the importance of this doctrine; their own concernment in it is sufficient to that purpose. And I
shall assure them that, in the handling of it, from first to last, I have had no other design but only to inquire
diligently into the divine revelation of that way, and those means, with the causes of them, whereby the
conscience of a distressed sinner may attain assured peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ. I lay more
weight on the steady direction of one soul in this inquiry, than on disappointing the objections of twenty
wrangling or fiery disputers. The question, therefore, unto this purpose being stated, as the reader will find in
the beginning of our discourse, although it were necessary to spend some time in the explication of the
doctrine itself, and terms wherein it is usually taught, yet the main weight of the whole lies in the
interpretation of scripture testimonies, with the application of them unto the experience of them who do
believe, and the state of them who seek after salvation by Jesus Christ. There are, therefore, some few things
that I would desire the reader to take notice of, that he may receive benefit by the ensuing discourse; at least, if
it be not his own fault, be freed from prejudices against it, or a vain opposition unto it. Although there are at
present various contests about the doctrine of justification, and many books published in the way of
controversy about it, yet this discourse was written with no design to contend with or contradict any, of what
sort or opinion soever. Some few passages which seem of that tendency are, indeed, occasionally inserted; but
they are such as every candid reader will judge to have been necessary. I have ascribed no opinion unto any
particular person, â€” much less wrested the words of any, reflected on their persons, censured their abilities,
taken advantage of presumed prejudices against them, represented their opinions in the deformed reflections of
strained consequences, fancied intended notions, which their words do not express, nor, candidly interpreted,
give any countenance unto, â€” or endeavoured the vain pleasure of seeming success in opposition unto them;
which, with the like effects of weakness of mind and disorder of affections, are the animating principles of
many late controversial writings. To declare and vindicate the truth, unto the instruction and edification of
such as love it in sincerity, to extricate their minds from those difficulties in this particular instance which
some endeavour to cast on all gospel mysteries, to direct the consciences of them that inquire after abiding
peace with God, and to establish the minds of them that do believe, are the things I have aimed at; and an
endeavour unto this end, considering all circumstances, that station which God has been pleased graciously to
give me in the church, has made necessary unto me. I have written nothing but what I believe to be true, and
useful unto the promotion of gospel obedience. It is the practical direction of the consciences of men, in their
application unto God by Jesus Christ for deliverance from the curse due unto the apostate state, and peace with
him, with the influence of the way thereof unto universal gospel obedience, that is alone to be designed in the
handling of this doctrine. And, therefore, unto him that would treat of it in a due manner, it is required that he
weigh every thing he asserts in his own mind and experience, and not dare to propose that unto others which
he does not abide by himself, in the most intimate recesses of his mind, under his nearest approaches unto
God, in his surprisals with dangers, in deep afflictions, in his preparations for death, and most humble
contemplations of the infinite distance between God and him. Other notions and disputations about the
doctrine of justification, not seasoned with these ingredients, however condited unto the palate of some by
skill and language, are insipid and useless, immediately degenerating into an unprofitable strife of words. I
know that the doctrine here pleaded for is charged by many with an unfriendly aspect towards the necessity of
personal holiness, good works, and all gospel obedience in general, yea, utterly to take it away. So it was at
the first clear revelation of it by the apostle Paul, as he frequently declares. But it is sufficiently evinced by
him to be the chief principle of, and motive unto, all that obedience which is accepted with God through Jesus
Christ, as we shall manifest afterwards. However, it is acknowledged that the objective grace of the gospel, in
the doctrine of it, is liable to abuse, where there is nothing of the subjective grace of it in the hearts of men;
and the ways of its influence into the life of God are uncouth unto the reasonings of carnal minds. So was it
charged by the Papists, at the first Reformation, and continues yet so to be. Yet, as it gave the first occasion
unto the Reformation itself, so was it that whereby the souls of men, being set at liberty from their bondage
unto innumerable superstitious fears and observances, utterly inconsistent with true gospel obedience, and
directed into the ways of peace with God through Jesus Christ, were made fruitful in real holiness, and to
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abound in all those blessed effects of the life of God which were never found among their adversaries. The
same charge as afterwards renewed by the Socinians, and continues still to be managed by them. But I suppose
wise and impartial men will not lay much weight on their accusations, until they have manifested the efficacy
of their contrary persuasion by better effects and fruits than yet they have done. What sort of men they were
who first coined that system of religion which they adhere unto, one who knew them well enough, and
sufficiently inclined unto their Antitrinitarian opinions, declares in one of the queries that he proposed unto
Socinus himself and his followers. Scrupuli ab excellenti viro propositi, inter oper. And there cannot be a more
effectual engine plied for the ruin of religion, than for men to declaim against the doctrine of justification by
faith alone, and other truths concerning the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, as those which overthrow the
necessity of moral duties, good works, and gospel obedience; whilst, under the conduct of the opinions which
they embrace in opposition unto them, they give not the least evidence of the power of the truth or grace of the
gospel upon their own hearts, or in their lives. And although it is acknowledged that the doctrine pleaded in
the ensuing discourse be liable to be abused, yea, turned into licentiousness, by men of corrupt minds, through
the prevalence of vicious habits in them as is the whole doctrine of the grace of God by Jesus Christ ; and
although the way and means of its efficacy and influence into universal obedience unto God, in righteousness
and true holiness, be not discernible without some beam of spiritual light, nor will give an experience of their
power unto the minds of men utterly destitute of a principle of spiritual life; yet, if it cannot preserve its station
in the church by this rule, of its useful tendency unto the promotion of godliness, and its necessity thereunto,
in all them by whom it is really believed and received in its proper light and power, and that in the experience
of former and present times, I shall be content that it be exploded. Finding that not a few have esteemed it
compliant with their interest to publish exceptions against some few leaves which, in the handling of a subject
of another nature, I occasionally wrote many years ago on this subject, I am not without apprehensions, that
either the same persons or others of a like temper and principles, may attempt an opposition unto what is here
expressly tendered thereon. On supposition of such an attempt, I shall, in one word, let the authors of it know
wherein alone I shall be concerned. For, if they shall make it their business to cavil at expressions, to wrest my
words, wire-draw inferences and conclusions from them not expressly owned by me, â€” to revile my person,
to catch at advantages in any occasional passages, or other unessential parts of the discourse, â€” labouring for
an appearance of success and reputation to themselves thereby, without a due attendance unto Christian
moderation, candour, and ingenuity, â€” I shall take no more notice of what they say or write than I would do
of the greatest impertinencies that can be reported in this world. The same I say concerning oppositions of the
like nature unto any other writings of mine, â€” a work which, as I hear, some are at present engaged in. I have
somewhat else to do than to cast away any part of the small remainder of my life in that kind of controversial
writings which good men bewail, and wise men deride. Whereas, therefore, the principal design of this
discourse is to state the doctrine of justification from the Scripture, and to confirm it by the testimonies
thereof, I shall not esteem it spoken against, unless our exposition of Scripture testimonies, and the application
of them unto the present argument, be disproved by just rules of interpretation, and another sense of them be
evinced. All other things which I conceive necessary to be spoken unto, in order unto the right understanding
and due improvement of the truth pleaded for, are comprised and declared in the ensuing general discourses to
that purpose. These few things I thought meet to mind the reader of. From my study, May the 30th, General
considerations previously necessary unto the explanation of the doctrine of justification First, The general
nature of justification â€” State of the person to be justified antecedently thereunto, Rom. And, among others
that might be insisted on to the same purpose, these that ensue are not to be omitted: The first inquiry in this
matter, in a way of duty, is after the proper relief of the conscience of a sinner pressed and perplexed with a
sense of the guilt of sin. For justification is the way and means whereby such a person does obtain acceptance
before God, with a right and title unto a heavenly inheritance. And nothing is pleadable in this cause but what
a man would speak unto his own conscience in that state, or unto the conscience of another, when he is
anxious under that inquiry. Many evils in this condition are men subject unto, which may be reduced unto
those two of our first parents, wherein they were represented. For, first, they thought foolishly to hide
themselves from God; and then, more foolishly, would have charged him as the cause of their sin. And such,
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naturally, are the thoughts of men under their convictions. With respect unto this state and condition of men,
or men in this state and condition, the inquiry is, What that is upon the account whereof God pardons all their
sins, receives them into his favour, declares or pronounces them righteous and acquitted from all guilt,
removes the curse, and turns away all his wrath from them, giving them right and title unto a blessed,
immortality or life eternal? This is that alone wherein the consciences of sinners in this estate are concerned.
Nor do they inquire after any thing, but what they may have to oppose unto or answer the justice of God in the
commands and curse of the law, and what they may betake themselves unto for the obtaining of acceptance
with him unto life and salvation. That the apostle does thus, and no otherwise, state this whole matter, and, in
an answer unto this inquiry, declare the nature of justification and all the causes of it, in the third and fourth
chapters of the Epistle to the Romans, and elsewhere, shall be afterwards declared and proved. And we shall
also manifest, that the apostle James, in the second chapter of his epistle, does not speak unto this inquiry, nor
give an answer unto it; but it is of justification in another sense, and to another purpose, whereof he treats.
And whereas we cannot either safely or usefully treat of this doctrine, but with respect unto the same ends for
which it is declared, and whereunto it is applied in the Scripture, we should not, by any pretences, be turned
aside from attending unto this case and its resolution, in all our discourses on this subject; for it is the
direction, satisfaction, and peace of the consciences of men, and not the curiosity of notions or subtlety of
disputations, which it is our duty to design. And, therefore, I shall, as much as I possibly may, avoid all these
philosophical terms and distinctions wherewith this evangelical doctrine has been perplexed rather than
illustrated; for more weight is to be put on the steady guidance of the mind and conscience of one believer,
really exercised about the foundation of his peace and acceptance with God, than on the confutation of ten
wrangling disputers. Now the inquiry, on what account, or for what cause and reason, a man may be so
acquitted or discharged of sin, and accepted with God, as before declared, does necessarily issue in this: Or
whether it be the obedience, righteousness, satisfaction, and merit of the Son of God our mediator, and surety
of the covenant, imputed unto us? One of these it must be, â€” namely, something that is our own, which,
whatever may be the influence of the grace of God unto it, or causality of it, because wrought in and by us, is
inherently our own in a proper sense; or something which, being not our own, nor inherent in us, nor wrought
by us, is yet imputed unto us, for the pardon of our sins and the acceptation of our persons as righteous, or the
making of us righteous in the sight of God. Neither are these things capable of mixture or composition, Rom.
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Tweet No matter what defence mechanism is being utilised, they all have the same purpose. And that is to stop
one from being overwhelmed by what they are experiencing. They are used when the pain that is arising is too
much for someone to handle. If a defence mechanism is used and one is not aware of it, it can result in one
avoiding responsibility; either in a specific situation or as a way of life. There are some that are classed as
more functional than others and there will be moments when using them will lead to even more problems. So
they have a time and a place and to use them during certain moments could start to create problems in ones
life. So justification is no different to any other defence mechanism and when it is used during certain
occasions it is unlikely to create too much trouble for someone. What will be the key factor is how one applies
justification. As when justification is used, it typically relates to a situation where some kind of moral
standpoint is being taken and whether something is right or wrong. And there all kinds of examples of how
justification is used in everyday life and by people in the public eye. Here, one can expect things simply for
being alive and for existing. It is not a case of them having to earn what they want or to put any effort into
achieving anything. And while certain societies have adapted to this outlook and therefore support it, there is
only so much they can do. So when it comes to someone not having what they want, due to society not giving
it them for instance, one approach is for someone to steal what they want. One could then be charged or found
out and say that what they did was right because they had no other way of getting it. The behaviour then
becomes justified in their eyes. To have this outlook at an intellectual level it is one thing, but if one is not
emotionally stable for example, right and wrong can go out of the window. This means that when someone
does cheat and they knew it was wrong to begin with, guilt and shame is likely to appear and this guilt or
shame will need to be dealt with someone. If one takes responsibility for it, then justification might not be
used. But if responsibility is not taken, ones inner angst could be dealt with by justifying the behaviour. And
this process could become so natural and habitual that the inner pain could soon become disconnected and
unknown to the person who cheats. As soon as it arises, a kind of conditioned reflex takes over to cut out the
pain. Or that their partner has not been attentive enough and so they had to get the attention from somewhere.
Animals If one were to see a dog or cat in a vehicle during a hot day and suffering as a result, one approach
would be to break into the car and let the dog out to cool down. Of course some people could still say this was
wrong and reject the view that is was justified. Justification These are just some examples of how justification
can be used. If one is using justification during moments when they should be taking responsibility, it might
be necessary to seek the assistance of a therapist or a healer to look a little deeper. One can then gradually face
what they are avoiding in a safe environment and begin to act in ways that are more conscious. His insightful
commentary and analysis covers all aspects of human transformation; love, partnership, self-love, and inner
awareness. With several hundred in-depth articles highlighting human psychology and behavior, Oliver offers
hope along with his sound advice.
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May you find great value in these Justification Quotes and Inspirational Quotes about Justification from my large
inspirational quotes and sayings database.

The Variety of Reasons Humans engage in practical reasoning: And they often act in light of reasons which
can then explain their actions, and may also justify them. They have been a constant theme in discussions of
the character of human behaviour in the history of philosophy. In the 18th century, David Hume and
Immanuel Kant offered radically different views about the role and importance of Reason the faculty of reason
in guiding and justifying human actions. Their contributions remain influential today, but in the second half of
the 20th century, the focus shifted from discussion of the faculty of reason to discussion of the very concept of
a reason and to questions about different kinds of reasons and their interconnections. As mentioned in the
introduction, a distinction is commonly drawn in contemporary debates between two kinds of reason: It is
sometimes said to date back to Francis Hutcheson , though Dancy notes that the modern distinction does not
clearly map on to earlier ones. Whatever its history, the distinction is now accepted by most if not all
contemporary philosophers who write on this topic Raz ; Smith ; Parfit ; and Dancy and are representative
examples. A normative reason is a reason for someone to actâ€”in T. Dancy suggests that the distinction
between different types of reason is best understood as one between questions we can ask about them a view
that he finds also in Baier If we do speak in this way, of motivating and normative reasons, this should not be
taken to suggest that there are two sorts of reason, the sort that motivate and the sort that are good. There are
just two questions that we use the single notion of a reason to answer. According to this suggestion, there is a
single notion of a reason that is used to answer different questions: The same reason may answer both
questions: In that case, the government is motivated to tax drinks by a reason that there is for it to do so, the
reason that may justify its doing so. For instance, the government may tax sugary drinks because or in part
because some of its members own shares in a company that sells low-sugar drinks. In that case, the reason for
which the government decides to tax sugary drinks is not, or not solely, the reason that favours its doing so.
The distinction between normative and motivating reasons, therefore, enables us to separate the question what
reasons motivate agents to act a psychological question and the question whether those are good reasons: For
there seem to be at least three distinct questions about the relation between reasons and actions. Othello kills
Desdemona in the belief, induced by Iago, that she has been unfaithful to him. The tragedy, however, is that
she has not: Desdemona is innocent, she loves Othello and is faithful to him. Clearly, there is no reason that
justifies the murder: One is that Othello is motivated to kill Desdemona by the putative fact that Desdemona
has been unfaithful. The other is that we can explain his action of killing her by citing the fact that he believes
that Desdemona has been unfaithful. So here we seem to have two different reasons: We shall examine below
reasons why the temptation should be resisted. Because of this, the account that follows proceeds by dividing
reasons for action initially into two categories: It will then present the case for treating motivating and
explanatory reasons separately. Until relatively recently, the distinction between different kinds of reasons was
assumed, whether explicitly or not, to imply that these reasons were things of different kinds. Normative
reasons were conceived of as facts, and so were regarded as mind-independent: In recent years, however, this
assumption has been challenged, giving rise to a number of disputes about the ontology of reasonsâ€”that is,
disputes about what kind of thing or things reasons are. As we examine different kinds of reasons, we shall
encounter some of these ontological debates. We start with normative reasons. One way of understanding this
claim is in terms of justification: To take a relatively trivial, culturally-determined example, the norms of
etiquette in some countries say that when meeting someone for the first time, the right thing to do is to shake
hands, whereas in other countries, the right thing to do is to kiss them on both cheeks. So the fact that in the
UK shaking hands is the norm of etiquette is a reason that makes it right to do so in the UK when you meet
someone for the first time. There are many other, often more important, norms, principles and values, implicit
or explicit, that make it right to do or not do certain things. The existence of these norms or values depends on
a variety of things: And the norms or values may be moral, prudential, legal, hedonic relating to pleasure or of
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some other kind. There are normative reasons, therefore, corresponding to the variety of values and norms:
The variety of norms or values that underpin normative reasons requires some modification of the claim that
reasons that favour actions make those actions right. But there may be a reason against my doing it: In that
case, I have a pro-tanto reason to tell the joke and a different pro-tanto reason not to tell it. Only if the
pro-tanto reason for telling the joke is undefeated will it be right or justified all things considered for me to tell
the joke. But what sort of thing is a normative reason? What gives reasons their normative force, so that they
can make it right for someone to do something? And what determines whether there is such a reason and to
whom it applies? These and related questions have received much philosophical attention in recent years.
There is consensus that normative reasons are facts Raz ; Scanlon , though the consensus is not universal. The
question is complicated by disagreement about what facts of any kind are: Are there any facts other than
empirical facts, e. For instance, it has been argued, notably by John Mackie, that there are no moral facts. He
held that, if there are any moral facts, they would have to be both objective and necessarily motivating to those
who are aware of them, and he claimed that it was wholly implausible that anything could have such
properties Mackie If Mackie is right that there are no moral facts, then either moral reasons are not normative
reasons; or at least some normative reasons namely, moral reasons, are not facts. Among those who hold that
normative reasons are facts, some hold that facts are true propositions and hence that reasons are also true
propositions Darwall ; Smith ; Scanlon Others reject the idea that normative reasons could be true
propositions; for instance, Dancy does so on the grounds that propositions are abstract and representational
they represent the way the world is but reasons must be concrete and non-representational they are ways the
world is. These problems are complex and have many ramifications but we cannot and perhaps need not
resolve them here because the view that normative reasons are facts is generally meant to imply a very
undemanding notion of facts. On one proposal, the normativity of practical reasons depends on the goodness,
intrinsic or instrumental, of doing what there is reason to do. This view is associated with Aristotle who, in the
Nicomachean Ethics, links what is right to do what one has reason to do with what is conducive to the good
whether intrinsically or instrumentally. The idea was prevalent among medieval philosophers, for example
Thomas Aquinas Summa Theologiae, 1a, q. Many contemporary philosophers e. There are other accounts that
ground the normativity of reasons on the concept of rationality e. The motivation may be such things as
desires, plans, long-standing projects or values. And it may be something the agent actually has, or something
she would have if she reasoned properly from her current motivations. Desire-based accounts of this sort have
been defended recently by Williams and , Schroeder , and Goldman However we explain their normativity,
normative reasons should be capable of motivating agents to actâ€”though of course they may often fail to do
so. Therefore, any account of normative reasons must offer a plausible explanation of the relationship between
the normativity of reasons and the capacity that reasons have to motivate agents to act. An account must
explain how thinking that there is a reason for me to do something can motivate me to act, and to act for that
reason. Desire-based accounts of reasons might seem to have the edge here. If the reasons that apply to me
depend on my antecedent motivations desires, plans , then it is plausible that I shall be motivated to do what I
believe will contribute to the satisfaction or furthering of those motivations. But desire-based accounts fare
less well in accommodating another central claim about normative reasons. For it seems equally plausible that
there are reasons for instance, moral reasons that apply to agents regardless of their motivations. Arguably, we
all have reason to do what morality dictates, whether or not we are or would be, if we reasoned consistently
from our current motivations , motivated by those reasons. For a detailed discussion of these issues, see the
entry on reasons for action: For example, the fact that a person has ingested a lethal poison may be a reason
for the paramedics to give the person an antidote. According to some, the relation involves not just a person, a
reason and an action, but more aspects: Skorupski and Scanlon But even in the minimal sense, the
agent-relativity of reasons raises questions about the conditions that determine when a reason for acting
applies to a particular agent. One such question, mentioned in the previous paragraph, is whether the reasons
that apply to you depend on your desires and motivations. Another question is whether they depend on your
knowledge and beliefs. To go back to the example of Othello: On the other hand, it might seem that Othello
does have a reason, for he believes that Desdemona is unfaithful and believes, moreover, that his reputation
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has been damaged and needs to be restored with her death. And those beliefs appear to give him a reason to do
what he does, at least from his perspective. Philosophers disagree about how to reconcile these competing
claims. One way of resolving the tension between them is to say that Othello has no normative reason to kill
Desdemona but has a motivating reason: They claim that whether someone has a normative reason to do
something is not independent of her perspective, which includes her beliefs see Fantl and McGrath and
Gibbons Certain cases of ignorance and mistake help to bring out their view. A much discussed case
introduced by Williams concerns an agent, call him Sam, who orders a gin and tonic and, when served a glass
with a liquid that looks like gin and tonic, forms the belief that it is gin and tonic, when in fact the glass
contains petrol and ice. The objectivists say that the answer depends solely on the facts, so Sam has no
normative reason to drink the liquid. Perspectivists tend to defend their position by reference to considerations
of rationality. And yet, perspectivists say, these agents often do what is reasonable or rational for them to do,
given their perspective. If, as seems plausible, one acts rationally when one acts for reasons that make it
rational for one to so act, then perspectivism must be right: In short, as perspectivism says, the normative
reasons an agent has depend in an important sense on his epistemic perspective, and so an agent can have a
normative reason that is a false belief. Similar arguments are articulated in relation to justification though
often questions about rationality and justification are run together. Surely, the argument goes, what an agent is
justified in doing depends on whether he has reasons that justify his doing that thing. For example, the fact
that the cake is poisoned is a conclusive reason not to offer it to your guests. So considerations about the
justification of action also seem to support perspectivism because they show that what reasons you have
depends on your perspective. There are several moves that an opponent of perspectivism can make in response
here.
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Success is not the result of one's own efforts alone: it requires many others' support and contribution, conducive causal
conditions and certain mistakes made by others competing in the process. So, where is the question of success being a
reason for one to justify arrogance?

The appropriation of justification a. Faith and its object Christ d. Not a work 2. An instrument, an empty hand
e. Faith and good works You will notice that the doctrine of justification is placed almost entirely in the area
of Christology. It is not until the full christological foundation has been laid that Preus brings into the
discussion the role of faith in appropriating justification. This christological emphasis is constant. It is, of
course, the confessional pattern. It places justification in the area of pneumatology, that is, entirely within the
3rd Article of the Creed. The Lutheran Church, beginning with the Augsburg Confession and especially its
Apology, began to move the topic from the 3rd Article into the 2nd where it must remain if both the glory of
Christ and the comfort of the penitent are to be safeguarded. Robert Preus knew this, and his theology
throughout his entire life reflected it. All discussion of justification should focus on the person and work of
Jesus. We will illustrate this in the life and theology of Robert Preus by examining his teaching, throughout his
life, on various topics that relate directly to this christological foundation for justification. The reason the
doctrine of justification for Robert Preus â€” and, indeed, for every other Evangelical Lutheran theologian â€”
is of necessity, a thoroughly applied Christology, is four-fold. First, the doctrine of sin that renders impotent
any free will in spiritual matters forces justification out of the 3rd Article into the 2nd. Secondly, there can be
no grace or justification of the sinner without cost and only Christ can pay the cost. Thirdly, the redemption,
propitiation, atonement, and reconciliation of which Scripture speaks is descriptive of that which is literally
true; these are not merely various metaphors of something else. The Doctrine of Sin The doctrine of sin forces
justification out of the 3rd Article of the Creed into the 2nd. It is because the justification of the sinner cannot
occur within the sinner precisely because he really is a sinner, that is, wholly and completely corrupted by sin.
Placing justification into the 3rd Article of the Creed, that is, setting as the foundation or focus of this article
what the Holy Spirit does within the sinner will, of necessity, vitiate the true righteousness that avails before
God. One could, of course, construct a theological system in which this does not occur, but Robert Preus was
not a great supporter of theological systems. When we talk about Jesus, the Holy Spirit does his work in
creating, sustaining, and confirming justifying faith. When we talk about the Holy Spirit, the sinner is diverted
from his attention to the person and work of Christ and begins to look within himself for the foundation for his
justification before God. This is just the way it is. When the topic of justification must focus on the sinner who
is being justified rather than on Christ whose righteousness is being imputed to the sinner, that is, when
justification has been taken out of the 2nd Article of the Creed and put into the 3rd, the flesh of man which
always belies the true work of the Spirit parades itself and its own efforts as the one thing needful, replacing
the blood and righteousness of Jesus. There can be no basis in the sinner at all for his justification.
Justification therefore cannot be primarily what the Holy Spirit does in the sinner, though obviously the
appropriation of justification by the sinner through faith is the work of the Holy Spirit. Every form of
synergism was intolerable. No other issue had a greater impact on his ministry and life than his opposition to
synergism. When he died three and a half years ago, it was obvious that he was best known throughout
Lutheranism and also within Evangelical Reformed circles as a proponent of a high view of the inspiration of
the Scriptures, including the doctrine of biblical inerrancy. That should not be too surprising. It was during this
time that Robert Preus established himself as a leading conservative theologian within the Lutheran Church
â€” Missouri Synod. Much of what was written about him upon his death focused on his contribution in
defending the historic Lutheran doctrine of inspiration, both as the author of The Inspiration of Scripture, and
as a frequent speaker and lecturer on the subject. Louis a few years ago, and one of my cousins expressed
annoyance that her dad seemed to be known almost exclusively for the position he took in the Missouri Synod
controversy over biblical inerrancy. So I am not complaining when I mention how my father was known
largely for the same thing. His opposition to the Historical Critical Method with its biases and presuppositions
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that attacked the supernatural origin of the Bible was well known. His name will always be joined to that
particular controversy. His actual stand on justification had a much greater impact on his ministry, both at its
beginning and at its end, than his stand on any other topic. Any serious study of the theology or life of Robert
Preus must take this into account. One would have expected Robert Preus to join the Evangelical Lutheran
Church upon his scheduled graduation from Luther Seminary in That did not happen. While studying at
Luther, Robert Preus decided that he could not in good conscience seek ordination in the Evangelical Lutheran
Church with which Luther was affiliated. Because of the synergism taught at Luther Seminary. This is a
portion of what he wrote in a letter to the Council of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America dated
January 25, when Robert Preus was twenty-two years old. I, a corrupt, miserable, contemptible and helpless
sinner claim no responsibility whatsoever as over against the faith which I confess, but I believe with all my
heart that it is solely a work and gift of the Holy Spirit in me. At Luther Theological Seminary I have been
taught that this my conviction on the important doctrine of conversion is not in accordance with the teaching
of the Holy Scriptures but is sectarian, and that, in a sense, my salvation â€” and indeed that of every other
person on earth whether unregenerate or regenerate â€” depends on me in that I am responsible as over against
the acceptance or the rejection of grace. I have been taught that the unregenerate man under the influence of
the Holy Spirit has a free will either to accept or reject Christ. I have often been told in class that faith is not a
gift or work of the Holy Spirit in me, and the whole class has been challenged to fine a single Bible passage
which teaches otherwise Comp. It also has been stubbornly maintained that the unregenerate man is not
spiritually dead, dead in his sins, but is only asleep Com. It has also been publicly stated to the whole senior
class that this teaching, that man is responsible for the acceptance or rejection of grace, is the official position
of the Evangelical Lutheran Church Shortly after writing this letter, he was admitted to Bethany Lutheran
Seminary in Mankato, Minnesota. Later that year he became the first graduate of that seminary and was
ordained into the Lutheran ministry as a pastor of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod at First American Lutheran
Church in Mayville, North Dakota. Out of respect for my father and the fact that he served these congregations
fifty years ago, I try to keep false doctrine to a minimum in my sermons, at least when preaching on
justification. His hatred of synergism never abated. As one of many conservative theologians in the Missouri
Synod who opposed fellowship with the American Lutheran Church in , he, more than any other, focused on
the synergistic denial of the doctrine of grace alone tolerated within the ALC. He wrote two major essays in
opposition to fellowship with the ALC. In both essays, the first doctrinal reason he gave for his opposition to
fellowship with the ALC was the tolerance of synergism within that church. For Robert Preus, however, the
synergistic leaven within the ELC which later became part of the new ALC and later became part of the new
ELCA remained the most significant obstacle he had to expressing fellowship with that church. It was rather
the weakness of its doctrine of justification. I say this not to downplay his high view of the Scriptures and his
commitment to biblical inerrancy. So Preus would quote Barth against, for example, Schleiermacher with his
weak doctrine of sin and atonement. The first reason why the doctrine of justification was for Robert Preus a
thoroughly applied christology is that man is completely and helplessly wicked and cannot do, effect,
contribute, offer non-resistance, or in any other way make his justification by God possible. Still, a
righteousness is required. It is simple justice. God cannot be God, nor can he be trusted, if he is not just. This
brings us to the second reason why justification must be a thoroughly applied Christology. He repeatedly
opposed any notion of absolute grace. There can be no justification of the sinner by an absolute decree of God.
Grace has a cost. There is the need for payment. God must be propitiated. The world must be redeemed. Christ
and only Christ must be the payment, the cost, the propitiation. There can be no talk of Christ-less grace or
justification. Of what the paltering world calls love, I will not know, I cannot speak; I know but His who
reigns above, And His is neither mild nor weak; Hard even unto death is this, And smiting with its awful kiss.
Did God take from him then the cup? No, child; His Son must drink it up! This beautiful quotation found its
way into many sermons. This is the presupposition for the necessity of a cost. The denial of the wrath of God
against sinners and the need for a propitiation is a denial of the doctrine of justification. Ritschl cannot
harmonize the wrath and love of God, so he denies the wrath of God. The gospel is soon lost, for if there is no
wrath there is no need for a propitiator, and if there is no such need, there is no need for Jesus. The cost of
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forgiveness is not, as Preus would frequently say in criticism of the Roman teaching, simply some kind of
remote and far removed cause which has little bearing of the doctrine of justification. No, the cost is the very
revelation of God himself. For the cost is Jesus. Jesus is the answer to sin. He is the answer to the justice of
God. His is the righteousness that avails before God. This brings us to the third reason why for Robert Preus
justification was a thoroughly applied Christology and it is closely tied to the second. It was primarily on
account of its bias against the theological foundation for the gospel itself. The gospel must be grounded in the
atoning work of Jesus, and if the gospel is to have any substance to it, the atonement must be a real atonement.
By far the most biblical citations are found in his discussion of the vicarious atonement. He points out that the
various soteriological terms used to describe what Jesus has done redemption, atonement, propitiation,
reconciliation all mean the same thing. It is the same reality regarded from different angles. What must be
emphasized is the reality of it all. It is God who is propitiated by the sacrifice of Christ. God who is angry with
sin is propitiated and made gracious. And this is the main meaning of the concept in both the Old and New
Testaments. But this is precisely what happens.
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The Learning Justification This is when you buy into the excuse that the reason you're not doing something, is because
you don't know enough to get it done successfully. I'd estimate that at least 90 percent of the time, this is a lie we tell
ourselves.

The lady in the house ran outside and demanded that I go get my mother and tell her what I did and come back
there. That night I felt terrible for what I had done, and asked my dad to pray with me. By claiming that Bible
promise I experienced both forgiveness and a cleansing from my foolishness earlier that afternoon. The
promise of 1 John 1: So what happened that moment I claimed 1 John 1: Into the definitions of these two
terms they often bring their own ideas and speculations. Why try to be more minute than is Inspiration on the
vital question of righteousness by faith? Ellen White, Christ Triumphant, p. I remember getting up off my
knees and watching my father go back to his regular routine as if it had never happened. He never spoke of it
again. The lady never did either. If it existed at all, it only existed in my mind. This forgiveness was amazing,
but I also knew Jesus died on the cross to forgive me, and that I did not want to break His heart again by doing
something so foolish! Since then I have read and studied more about forgiveness and justification and
sanctification. We shall often have to bow down and weep at the feet of Jesus because of our shortcomings
and mistakes, but we are not to be discouraged. Even if we are overcome by the enemy, we are not cast off,
not forsaken and rejected of God. No; Christ is at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us.
And if any man sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous. For if when we were
enemies we were reconciled to God through the death of His Son, much more, having been reconciled, we
shall be saved by His life. His life stands in the place of my life. I may not be perfect, but the moment I sense
my heart need of Jesus to forgive my guilt, mine is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are the poor in spirit, For
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. I may have done perfect math when I was in the 2nd grade, but when I got to
the sixth grade more was expected and I had to keep growing. What was considered perfection in the second
grade was nowhere close to perfection in the sixth. And as we live in God, our love grows more perfect. So we
will not be afraid on the day of judgment, but we can face him with confidence because we live like Jesus here
in this world. A legalistic record of every deed of my life will not help me perfect my love. The character is
revealed, not by occasional good deeds and occasional misdeeds, but by the tendency of the habitual words
and acts. Ellen White, Steps to Christ, p. Both my justification and sanctification are real. They are also both
gifts. The reality of my power over sin is just as much a gift of God as the reality of my deliverance from the
penalty of sin. Thanks to both justification and sanctification we can enter heaven not as barely pardoned
criminals but as children of God who have overcome. David did not throw a rock at a car. Still, I want to leave
with a thought from Psalms He is watching your tears, longing to save you.
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9: Justification by Faith | Free Online Bible Classes
"I think it only makes sense to seek out and identify structures of authority, hierarchy, and domination in every aspect of
life, and to challenge them; unless a justification for them can be given, they are illegitimate, and should be dismantled,
to increase the scope of human freedom.".
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